Michael Vey 6: Fall Of Hades
Synopsis

Michael and his friends try to recruit Hatchâ€™s Electric Youth to their side as the thrilling action continues in this electrifying sixth installment of the New York Times bestselling series!
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Customer Reviews

One of the greatest adventure stories I’ve ever read. There was a great deal of nervous chatter amongst the teens this time. Heroes were made and some heroes fell. You can feel the adrenaline running through your own system in tandem with the characters. The wait for the finale will be long.

In the 6th installment of the Michael Vey series – The Fall of Hades, our valiant Electroclan embark on their latest gripping challenge against the tyrannical Hatch and his minions. This story is filled with so many twists and turns that it will keep any reader on the edge of their seat. Emotions soar in so many directions that it is a captivating read that you just donâ€™t want to end and canâ€™t put down. Richard Paul Evans’ riveting storytelling is the best!! This is a must read for teens and adults as are all the other books in the series. Zappy Reading!

Bought s copy for myself and one for my son. He finished first and couldn’t wait to talk to me about
it. We are ordering the whole set as a gift for my nephew as he just turned 14 and needs to read this. Start with book one and read, read, read. Please don’t stop with book 7.

I love this series! I have been loyal to it from the beginning. I give it a 5 star because of that, and it was very well written, but to Richard Paul Evens, he really knows how to wring someone’s heart out and brake it into a million pieces. So I definitely recommend this book, but if you are as attached to this series as I am, prepare yourself for a rush of emotions.

It is a definite good book for anyone of any age definitely glad to have it in my collection of books.

Great continuation of the series. Alas, read and completed this the day it came out. Wish it was a bit longer in story and less in teenage dialog.
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